Suppression of sensitivity to change in target disparity during vergence eye movements.
It has been demonstrated recently in human psychophysical experiments that sensitivity to surround displacement is suppressed during convergence eye movements. To determine whether sensitivity to changes in target disparity is also reduced, responses to test disparities that were superimposed on standard 4 degrees step disparities were investigated. The test disparities consisted of brief (20 ms) positive and negative pulses as well as steps (in the range of +/- 0.6 degrees). A two-alternative forced-choice procedure was used in which the test disparity was presented in either the first or the second portion of a trial. The results showed that suppression of both test pulse and step disparities began before the start of the convergence movement and continued during the movement. Maximum suppression was about 0.50 to 0.85 log units and occurred between 150 ms before to 50 ms after convergence onset. The differences in sensitivity curves for pulse and step stimuli suggest the presence of different central and peripheral neural factors during vergence eye movements.